Introduction
In [5] , see also [7] , Nori, starting with the category V k of algebraic varieties, i.e. separated schemes of finite type, over k a subfield of the complex numbers C, constructed an abelian category which is an avatar of the hypothesized category of effective homological mixed motives.
See [1] for an introduction to the motivic world.
First he builds the diagram, or quiver, which has, for vertices, triples (X, Y, i) with X ∈ V k , Y a closed subvariety of X and i ≥ 0 an integer. 
The original construction of C(T ) is not straightforward and goes via a construction, involving comodules, for finite subquivers of D and then taking a 2-colimit of abelian categories. Under additional conditions on R, e.g. if it is a field, we have that C(T ) itself is a category of comodules over a coalgebra. Note that in [2] it is proven that Deligne's 1-motives can be obtained via Nori's construction.
In [3] , Caramello gives a proof of Nori's theorem by a very different, more general and rather direct construction, obtaining the category C(T ) as the Barr exact completion or effectivization of the syntactic category of the regular theory of the representation T . This category is indeed abelian and it has the required universal property even for representations in all R-modules, the latter following from general properties of models of a regular theory. [9] . We also make use of definable additive categories which are exactly the categories of models of regular additive theories in abelian groups. In fact, all the previously mentioned constructions can be deduced from the following result. The universal property here can be visualized by the following com-
where GS = T , B is abelian, G and F S are faithful exact. The functors F , F T and F S are unique up to natural equivalence.
There is an easy R-linear variant of this Theorem, where Ab(D) has to be replaced by a universal R-linear abelian category Ab R (D),
showing Nori's Theorem in the particular case when A = R-mod.
The construction of this abelian category A(T ) attached to a representation T gives us, in addition, an interpretation of A(T ) as a certain category of functors on the definable category generated by T (that is, the category of models of its regular theory).
We also describe another interpretation of A(T ), as the category of pp-pairs and pp-defined maps, already present as a consequence of the previous construction (we remark that "regular formula" and "pp obtained by adding regular axioms to the homological theory T as explained in [4] .
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 1 we provide a proof of the Theorem above and its R-linear variant. In Section 2 we give a description of Ab(D) and A(T ) in terms of definable categories and we show the link with T-motives.
Notation. We shall denote by Ab the category of abelian groups. For A and B preadditive categories (A, B) shall denote the category of additive functors from A to B where we tacitly assume that A is skeletally small, i.e. it has a set of objects up to isomorphism. We also describe an R-linear variant of this construction. 
The category Rep A (D) of A-representations of D has these for its objects. A morphism f : T → S between representations is a collection If we start with a skeletally small category C then by a representation of C in A we mean a functor from C to A. Note that any such functor extends uniquely to an additive functor from the abelian enrichment ZC of C, which is defined to have the same objects of C and to have, for group of morphisms from c to d, the free Z-module on C(c, d), with composition being defined in the obvious way.
If we have a skeletally small preadditive category R, for example one of the above form ZC, then we may regard this as a ring with many objects. In this case a representation of R in A will mean an additive functor from R to A and is usually referred to as a left R-module There is a unique extension of the representation T : D → A to an additive functor M : ZD → A. On objects, this agrees with T and, if and since these are generating, the finitely presented modules are those with a projective presentation as the cokernel of (Y, −)
We extend M, equivalently M ++ , to a left exact functor 
Using projectivity of representable functors, there is an induced action on morphisms and one checks that the action of F ′ on objects is independent of the chosen projective presentation and that the action on morphisms is well-defined.
We apply again a Yoneda functor 
where
is a projective presentation in (ZD-mod, Ab) fp .
In summary, we obtain the following commutative diagram and (X, −), and (γ, −) will be a morphism of R-modules, hence the cokernel also carries an R-module structure. Similarly for the second stage of the construction. We deduce that every object of Ab(R) is an R-module and all morphisms of Ab(R) are R-linear.
Theoretical motives via definable categories
In This pp-pair notation already refers to the fact that every pp-pair φ/ψ, being an object of Ab(R), can be regarded as a functor, F φ/ψ , from R-mod to Ab, indeed from R-Mod to Ab. Namely it is that which takes
, where φ(M) denotes the solution set of φ in M. When R is a ring with one object φ(M) is a subgroup of M n , n being the number of free variables in φ; in general it is a subgroup of the product of the sorts of M corresponding to the variables x. Solution sets to pp formulas are preserved by morphisms, so there is an induced action giving the value of F φ/ψ on morphisms. The phrase φ/ψ is closed on M is used to mean that the sequent ⊢ x φ → ψ is valid in M, since its being valid is equivalent to the group φ(M)/ψ(M) being trivial.
These pp-pairs are the objects of the category of pp-pairs, denoted between pp-pairs -that is, the pp-defined relations between such pairs which are functional. Almost by definition, this category is naturally equivalent to the effectivisation of the regular syntactic category for the theory of R-modules. Note that the formal language, and hence the meaning of pp=regular formula and the syntactic category, does depend on the choice of language. For instance the language based on ZD will have fewer sorts than that based on ZD ++ but they are equivalent in that any (pp) formula of the larger language is equivalent in every ZD-module to a (pp) formula in the smaller language, at least if one allows the addition of new sorts. In model theory this addition of definable new sorts is known as the imaginaries, or eq construction (the notation eq+ indicates the construction restricted to pp formulas). New sorts are formed by introducing finite products of existing sorts and factoring by definable equivalence relations -the process referred to as effectivisation in the more category-theoretic model theory literature.
The various initial choices for language/syntactic category do all lead to the same abelian category of pp-sorts which may, therefore, be regarded as the category underlying the richest, and canonical, language for Rmodules.
Given an R-module M, the quotient category A(M) similarly may be regarded as the category of sorts and function symbols for the canonical language for M (and for the modules in the definable category that M generates, see below). This gives us an interpretation of the exact functor which we have denoted F (or F M ) as the unique extension, M eq+ , of M to a structure for the canonical language: it assigns to each sort φ/ψ its value, φ(M)/ψ(M), on M and to each arrow from φ(x)/ψ(x)
where this function is definable by some pp formula θ(x, y)). For more discussion of these languages see [9] . 1) . 
